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Budweiser got Ireland game-day ready with the launch of a contextually relevant DOOH campaign ahead of 
the FA Cup final on May 18th.

Using our Dynamic platform, Budweiser captured audiences’ attention by offering a live countdown to the 
kick off between Man City and Watford.

Important objectives for the campaign included increasing the visibility of the brand and to demonstrate its 
passion and long-term association with football through its FA partnership.  Budweiser targeted the retail 
environment nationally across the Tesco Live network to engage key audiences at point of sale and drive 
sales of its game day packs in the build-up.

Audience affinity for sport through Locomizer data was also analysed in planning the campaign. Clear 
Channel’s SmartSelect planning tool supported the campaign’s precision targeting with the selected Tesco 
stores over-indexing on lager sales.

According to Scott Molloy, Account Manager for Source out of home: “The FA Cup final is a ‘must see’ 
event in the football calendar and reaches an unprecedented number of footy fans in Ireland. Providing Irish 
fans with a rich FA Cup experience by engaging them with a countdown to the game assists Budweiser in 
creating deeper connections between audience and the brand using football as the backdrop. As results, 
top of mind awareness and the propensity for call to action can be greatly influenced at the POS locations”.

Alice Sheehan, Account Manager in Carat adds: “As avid footie fans, the opportunity to activate a countdown 
to the FA Cup Final was an enticing one for us. Sharing our love for the beautiful game, Budweiser were 
onboard from the get go. The Clear Channel Tesco Live network has proven time and time again that with 
data turned to insight, we power our campaigns’ effectiveness and deliver on client objectives.”

Media: Carat   -   Dynamic Creative: Design+   -   OOH Agency: Source out of home

BUDWEISER’S FINAL 
COUNTDOWN Grace Leonard (Carat), Laura Noble (Clear Channel), Alice Sheehan (Carat) and Scott Molloy (Source out of home)
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Applegreen recently announced plans to add a ready to eat vegan sausage roll to its forecourt offerings. Now selling in 78 stores 
nationwide, the retailer took to OOH to unveil the new addition to its deli counters. 

Large and 6 Sheet formats built coverage and frequency to aid product awareness with product shots and price pointing enticing the 
audience to try the new plant-based sausage roll. 

“With the introduction of our new vegan sausage roll we recognise that many of our customers will benefit from a wider choice of food while 
they are on the go and we developed a vegan product range as a result of this,” said Aaron Duggan, Head of Food, Applegreen.

APPLEGREEN ROLLS 
OUT ITS VEGAN TREAT 

Media: Carat   -   Creative: Chemistry   -   OOH Agency: PML
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For the first time in twenty years, Cadbury has developed a new taste experience with the launch of a new type of chocolate, 
Cadbury Darkmilk. 

The new bar incorporates all the delicious richness of dark chocolate with the smooth and creamy texture of milk chocolate with 
the campaign targeting the grown ups among us. 

Cadbury used a host of OOH formats for the product launch, targeting primarily retail and transport settings in Ireland, giving the 
new product a platform to communicate at scale with consumers, with the iconic brand livery visible across the city.

OOH is an important medium for product launches with 64% of Irish population stating that OOH is a great way to finding out 
about new products/services. (OCS)

OOH…CHOCOLATE FOR THE GROWN UPS

Media: Carat    -   Creative: VCCP & Design+    -   OOH Agency: PML
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Irish Life has launched a new campaign called Embracing Change. A major focus of the campaign is on Out of Home and 
is based on the insight that our ability to deal with change is what makes it a positive or negative experience. We all want to 
feel more secure and in control of our lives, but are faced with constant, often unpredictable change which we can’t control 

– though we can take measures to help us better prepare for it. The campaign features a series of light-hearted scenarios to 
showcase the futility of catastrophising about future life changes that we can’t control. Among the OOH formats featured 
in the campaign are 48 Sheets, 96 Sheets, Digipanels, DX Screens, Metropoles, Bus Shelters and City Impact.

Commenting on the new campaign, Karl Symes Head of Marketing Communications from Irish Life said: “Throughout 
this campaign we acknowledge the worries and challenges that people often face about the future. We know we can’t 
control change but there are things we can do to prepare for it. And over the coming months we’ll be launching a series 
of innovative new ways that Irish Life will provide tangible help you for example to embrace healthier lifestyles or to help 
people who are preparing to retire shortly.  So with the right plans in place you can confidently embrace the inevitable 
changes and challenges that will arise throughout your life.”

EMBRACING OUT OF HOME

Media: Mediaworks    -   Creative: JWT Folk    -   OOH Agency: Source out of home
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7UP’s iconic brand mascot, Fido, made his return to the brand’s advertising this month as the soft drinks category begins to heat up for the 
summer months.  Hanging around in the creative, Fido creates the care free attitude of 7UP Free’s proposition ‘Feels Good to be Free’. 

The soft drinks brand’s approach placed the campaign and instantly recognisable Fido in front of audiences across Ireland with Bus Shelters, 
Adbox, Retail Digital and Digipanels forming the basis of the campaign. 

Alternative and bespoke design executions are in situ on the Connolly Station Gallery in cycle 11 for a playful take on the campaign Fido pool 
lounging, finding the perfect match on tinder and lazing in a hammock all making an appearance on the multi-screen digital display.

FIDO HANGS AROUND OUT OF HOME

Media: OMD   -   Creative: Havas    -   OOH Agency: Source out of home
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This month marked the launch of Fulfil’s new brand campaign, ‘Life’s Wonderfuel’, to promote its range of 
protein bars and introduce its new flavours.

The campaign introduces the brand’s belief that life is worth living to the full. Depicting people in various 
outdoor activities, Fulfil reveals its power in keeping life wonderfuel with a mixture of inspirational and amusing 
copy lines used in the posters. 

The campaign includes high impact Out of Home formats with a wide scope of OOH inventory used to 
achieve product familiarity, drive purchases and increase future consideration. 

Targeting those with a thirst for life, formats of note include a show stopping Luas Tram domination that 
consisted of ceiling graphics, portrait panels and straplines to create a vibrant and attention-grabbing interior 

on both lines. Vinyl wrapped and side by side panels on Bus Shelters gave added standout and impact in key 
locations such as UCD.

Chris Murphy, Account Manager in PML commented; “The perfect medium for creating instant visibility and 
stand out, the choice of a large-scale OOH campaign allowed Fulfil to make a big statement in key locations 
for the brand by targeting high impact regions and key retailers.” 

Jill McCarron International Marketing Director of Fulfil said: “Everything about Fulfil is designed to disrupt, so 
it was very important we chose an agency whose values and approach aligned with the brand’s unique take 
on life.  Our new creative campaign celebrates the shared values that exist between our audience and the 
brand and gives them lots of good reasons to pick up a bar.”

Media: Carat   -   Creative: The Community London    -   OOH Agency: Source out of home

LIFE’S WONDERFUEL 
WITH FULFIL 

Orlaith O’Brien (Richmond), Nicola Bailey (Fulfil), Mark Fitzharris, Eileen Murphy (Zenith), Chris Murphy (PML) and 
Chris Collins (JCDecaux)
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Tanqueray London Dry and No. 10 Gins
Melissa Byrne
Customer Marketing Manager, Aviva Ireland

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE CREATIVE?
It’s fantastic, a perfect example of what OOH creative should be. 
The campaign caught my eye recently and I immediately thought 
“Wow!” So colourful and striking and it portrays the brand 
perfectly. The use of the brands signature colour and the contrast 
with white makes it extremely impactful and really stand out. If 
you took the product and branding out, it would still be clearly 
an ad for Tanqueray. It portrays elegance and sophistication and 
certainly creates a desire for the brand, at the perfect time of 
year coming into summer.

IN YOUR VIEW, WHY DOES THE CAMPAIGN WORK 
ON OOH?
The bold contrasting colours are clean and crisp and catch your 
attention immediately. The prominent yet simple branding with 
minimal text is immediately impactful and memorable, making it 
a really effective OOH campaign, and an example of perfectly 
executed creative for OOH.

Media: Carat   -   Creative: St. Luke’s   -   OOH Agency: Source out of home

O O H  I  L I K E . . .
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Out With is our series that delves into the Outdoor lives of some of the country’s best known media and marketing professionals. This month, we hear from Javelin Director of Media, Chris Cashen.

1. Favourite thing to do outdoors
A walk or a run. A run along the coast is the best thing you can 
do for your physical and mental health. 

2.  Favourite place to shop - Shopping Centre/City Centre 
Grafton Street is still the best place to shop in the country. We 
have incredible shopping centres in Ireland, but nothing replaces 
the city centre. 

3. Favourite location for a weekend walk
Taking a walk with my wife and two boys (Harry and Luca) around 
Malahide castle is a firm family favourite. Harry loves to go on his 
scooter, until daddy borrows it. 

4. Favourite pub for a cosy drink
O’ Donoghues on Baggot Street. 

5. Favourite park to visit  
Croppies Acre is a short walk from our office in Smithfield and at 
lunch I really enjoy walking around it. 

6. Your Hidden Gem
The Oar House, Howth. 

7. Favourite roadtrip to take 
We tied the knot in Kilkenny a few years ago, and we go there 
often. The trip is always rewarding and filled with many happy 
memories. 

8. Favourite OOH site/location and why
The Golden Square on Cuffe Street. When recruiting drinkers 
in a former life, I always saw it as a prominent site off the ever-
popular Wexford street. I still look out for it now.  

9. Favourite sports venue  
Old Trafford, though not recently.

10. Favourite Irish beach 
Velvet strand, Portmarnock. 

11. Favourite location for some inspiration 
Glendalough, Co. Wicklow. 

12. Favourite mode of transport 
By car, preferably sans the traffic.

13. All-time favourite OOH Campaign
The Economist have done some incredible Outdoor campaigns 
over the years. It abides by all the best OOH principals, strong 
colour contrast minimal wording – with the added creativity of 
getting a target market to identify itself.   

Chris Cashen,
Director of Media, Javelin

O U T  W I T H . . .
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The explosion in numbers of Digital Out of Home (DOOH) screens in Ireland has many positive implications 
for advertisers. One is that these networks, and their accompanying content management systems such as 
our Dynamic platform, offer the opportunity for innovation at scale never seen in this market before. Pioneer 
brands such as McDonald’s, Aer Lingus, Lotto and Guinness have been quick to recognise how Dynamic 
offers new solutions to brand objectives and all are repeat users of Dynamic DOOH.

Dynamic serves advertising content across multiple media owner networks and can react to live events such 
as weather or sport or act on pre-defined scheduled ‘events’ such as time of day or location. It can handle 
unlimited copy changes, offering localised, optimised or contextualised messages at scale. It combines 
brilliantly with Classic OOH formats to deliver all the scale and impact of traditional OOH but with an 
innovative and more refined communication where appropriate for the needs of the advertiser.

So, what are the key differences between traditional OOH and Dynamic?

Static Vs. Data Driven

Digital doesn’t have to just mean static, just like online we can use data to turn a “dumb” poster into one 
that automatically updates itself. We can use data to trigger posters, choosing the most relevant creative 
each time the poster loads and we can also use data to populate content within creative, updating content, 
localising messages, choosing the most effective images to display to get the best results.

One Lock Up Vs. Unlimited Lock Ups

Traditionally it’s just one layout repeated everywhere. But what happens if something changes, your competitor 
drops their prices, introduces a new product, the weather takes a turn for the worse or something major 
happens in the news. Digital now gives you the ability be much more reactive, either manually or automatically 
using data, so your campaign stays relevant. It’s a shift from having just one creative for the length of a 
campaign to one that can evolve and stay relevant always.

Six Words Vs. Reactive Line Length

Traditionally, posters require few words as people pass by quickly and need to absorb a message almost 
instantly. With digital you can optimise your copy length to take advantage different environments, triggering 
optimised versions for longer dwell times and simpler versions for shorter times.

MAKING THE DYNAMIC DIFFERENCE Colum Harmon 
Marketing Director, PML Group
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MAKING THE DYNAMIC DIFFERENCE Colum Harmon 
Marketing Director, PML Group

Appeal to All Vs. Target and Personalise

In OOH traditionally we use one creative to try and appeal to the largest audience – a ‘one to many’ approach. 
The reality is that in OOH the audience changes in front of the posters constantly, your creative that was 
relevant in the morning may now no longer engage this new audience in the afternoon. Using digital, you can 
talk into most engaging way to this shifting audience by switching to the right creative. Dynamic OOH takes 
this further, letting you target on a much more granular level, localising and personalising the creative, giving 
you the most relevant message on a screen by screen basis – a more ‘one to one’ approach.

Shout Vs. Talk

The biggest shift in thinking for creative and brands when it comes to OOH, is switching from thinking that 
the OOH is just a broadcast media, that shouts to everyone, to one that can also talk to people on a more 
personal and relevant level.

It’s about telling the right story, at the right time, not the same story all the time. 

But that’s not the full Dynamic story. Dynamic is truly game changing for OOH advertising. Since launch, 

it has revolutionised how brands think about the medium. It is proving to be effective, flexible and simple. 
Media is a results business and evidence points to real increases in key metrics for brands. Research 
we conducted with Amarach in late 2018 on behalf on an FMCG client using both Dynamic and generic 
copy on DOOH screens highlighted major performance improvements in key marketing metrics such as 
relevance, memorability and recall. Studies from colleagues in Posterscope UK shows a 49% increase in 
overall effectiveness for campaigns using Dynamic content.

To date, we have seen some clever use of Dynamic in this market. Countdowns to events such as sales, 
weather activated copy, location shout outs and ingesting live sports scores to deliver relevant content for 
audiences have all been undertaken by clients using Dynamic in the last twelve months.  Already in 2019 we 
are seeing this taken a step further with McDonald’s incorporating results of a live online poll to harness the 
virtual world into their real world OOH marketing.

We expect event based marketing to be more prevalent soon as brands leverage holidays and events such 
as St. Patrick’s Day, Mother’s Day, Easter, Rugby World Cup, GAA championships etc..to communicate 
timely and relevant messages to a captive audience commuting, shopping and socialising in the real world.

The possibilities are endless.  That’s the Dynamic Difference.
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New to OOH

Cadbury Dark Milk

Media:  Carat

Creative: VCCP & Design+

OOH Agency:  PML

Saba to go

Media:  Ad Vantage Media

OOH Agency:  PML

Finish Quantum Ultimate

Media: Zenith 

Creative:  P&D

OOH Agency:  PML
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SOCIABLE MEDIA 
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Mastercard: Tap & Go

SINGAPORE: Mastercard launched a campaign that saw it used real-time feeds at bus stops in the country’s 
Central Business District and shopping district, Orchard Road to target commuters at specific moments 
along their journeys. The activation, which was part of Mastercard’s Tap & Go campaign and created with the 
help of JCDecaux Singapore, Posterscope and Carat, wanted to raise awareness for the launch of the brands 
transit solutions which enables commuters to use their Mastercard contactless cards or mobile wallet to pay 
for bus and train rides in Singapore.

It used contextual ads to relate to commuters based on time of day and weather by showing them what they 
would encounter at different times throughout the day. For instance, the ad copy displayed during the evening 
peak hour was “Found a spot on the bus but not a cent in your fare card”, whereas “Finally an empty bus, but 
your fare card’s empty too” was displayed during the morning peak hour.

Planet OOH

The Rusting Billboard

AUSTRIA: A billboard site in Vienna’s posh first district, where design conscious urban professionals pass 
by daily on their way to work was used to promote the quality of TYROLIT’s iconic Iceline knives. A classic 
billboard site was transformed into a site of transformation. Starting with a mysterious, pure metallic surface 
which showed only the TYROLIT logo a metamorphosis started within days: The surface was eaten away 
by rust.

The passersby could witness the daily transformation. After 30 days the surface was covered completely in 
rust, leaving only the iconic shape of TYROLIT’s Iceline knife perfectly intact.
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Propercorn: Promotional Cement Mixer Tour 

UK: Propercorn has set off on a road trip to showcase its eight variants 
of popcorn. A 33ft-long cement mixer is on a 500-mile promotional 
tour of England. Called the Propermixer, it is a nod to the repurposed 
cement mixer brand co-founder Cassandra Stavrou once used to 
tumble batches of popcorn in her mother’s kitchen – having used a car 
spraying kit in to coat them with oil.

The pink vehicle began its journey in London and will visit Leeds, 
Manchester and Birmingham, handing out about 150,000 sample 
packs.

Uber Eats: Shark Bait 

NEW ZEALAND: To highlight that you can order McDonald’s via the 
Uber Eats app and get it delivered to your door, a car-sized Filet-o-Fish 
popped up to cheekily tease the shark for nine days, with its crispy 
looking patty and ‘cooked-to-perfection-steamed bun’ After releasing it 
unannounced one morning, the chase quickly filled social media feeds, 
hit the front page of Reddit and clocked more than 100,000 likes.

We are Ocean: Rain triggered DOOH

UK: Not-for-profit collective We Are Ocean make a clever connection 
between cities and the seas in an Out of Home campaign which is 
triggered by rainfall from the ocean.

The Sea Is The Sky recalibrates the relationship between inland urban 
populations and the world’s oceans, using delightfully surreal animated 
scenes which are powered by live global weather patterns and the rain. 
When it does rain, different animations are triggered, each depicting 
a rich variety of marine life in an upside down world with the sea at 
the top and the sky below. A team of marine life including an octopus, 
turtles, a hammerhead shark and an Arctic narwhal playfully tow 
rainclouds as they swim across the screen.

Planet OOH

https://vimeo.com/334546729
https://vimeo.com/334546729
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CYCLES 8 - 9 2019
TOP RECALL TOP RATED

McDonald’s Monopoly   -   Format: Bus Shelter   -   Media: Mediaworks
Creative: Leo Burnett   -   OOH Agency: Source out of home

Avengers Endgame   -   Format: DX Screen   -   Media: OMD
Creative: International Creative     -   OOH Agency: Source out of home

AIB Mortgages
Format: T-Side 
Media: Starcom 
Creative: Rothco
OOH Agency: Source out of home

Electric Ireland - Darkness into Light
Format: 48 Sheet 
Media: Spark Foundry 
Creative: Rothco 
OOH Agency: PML

Lidl
Format: Bus Shelter 
Media: Mediaworks 
OOH Agency: Source out of home

Diageo
Format: 48 Sheet 
Media: Carat / Creative: Design+ 
OOH Agency: Source out of home

1. 1.

2. 2.3. 3.



17All figures based on display value at rate card. 

1 Retail Outlets €3,041k 6 Food €1,097k

2 Finance €1,503k 7 Telecoms €1,065k

3 Beers & Ciders €1,352k 8 QSRs €960k

4 Tourism & Travel €1,177k 9 Soft Drinks €880k

5 Confectionery & Snacking €1,162k 10 Media €785k

TOP CATEGORIES
APRIL 2019 CYCLES 8 – 9

Small Large Transport Digital Other

Retail Outlets

Finance

Beers & Ciders

Tourism & Travel

Confectionery & Snacking

Food

Telecoms

QSRs

Soft Drinks

Media
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Last Month’s Winner:
Congratulations to Meagan Malone from Carat who won a pair of tickets to Taste of Dublin.

🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟  “The hottest ticket in town” Sunday Mirror

The international, award-winning smash hit musical based on the blockbuster film, THE BODYGUARD is 
coming back to Dublin starring Alexandra Burke* as she makes a triumphant return to the role of Rachel 
Marron.

Former Secret Service agent turned bodyguard, Frank Farmer, is hired to protect superstar Rachel Marron 
from an unknown stalker. Each expects to be in charge – what they don’t expect is to fall in love.

A ‘Brilliant’ (The Times), breathtakingly romantic thriller, THE BODYGUARD features a host of irresistible 
classics including I Wanna Dance With Somebody and the legendary I Will Always Love You. Don’t miss 
THE BODYGUARD.

*Alexandra Burke will perform the role of ‘Rachel Marron’ at all evening performances only. 

COMPETITION
The Bodyguard 
Musical 
Iveagh Gardens
Friday 9th August, 7.30pm, Bord Gais Energy Theatre

Send your answers to competitions@pmlgroup.ie

b Jeff Bridges

For a chance to win a pair of tickets tell us:

Who played Frank Farmer in the film, The Bodyguard ? 

a Robert De Niro c Kevin Costner

mailto:competitions%40pmlgroup.ie?subject=Engage%20Competition


EVENT GUIDE
MAY

30th Sales & Marketing Summit RDS

30th - 3rd Bloom in the Park Phoenix Park

31st - 3rd June Vantastival Drogheda

31st - 1st June K-FEST Arts and Music Festival Killorglin, Co. Kerry

JUNE
1st Anne Marie 3Arena

1st - 3rd Forbidden Fruits Royal Hospital, Kilmainham

2nd Vhi Women’s Mini Marathon Dublin

5th
UEFA Nations League Semi-Finals: 
Portugal v Switzerland

Porto

6th
UEFA Nations League Semi-Finals: 
Netherlands v England

Guimaraes

6th - 7th Michael Bublé 3Arena

6th - 15th Aug Cork City Marathon Cork

7th - 9th Westport Folk and Bluegrass Festival Cork City

8th Metallica Slane Castle

9th UEFA Nations League Final TBC

11th Backstreet Boys 3Arena

11th - 12th Elton John 3Arena

12th - 22nd Cork Midsummer Festival Cork City

12th - 15th Aug Bulmers Live at Leopardstown Leopardstown Racecourse

13th Fleetwood Mac RDS

13th - 16th Taste of Dublin Festival Iveagh Gardens, Dublin

15th - 16th Hell and Back Bray, Wicklow

15th - 16th Bon Jovi RDS

15th - 16th Bloomsday Festival RDS Dublin

17th - 21st Cannes Lions Cannes, France

18th Pink RDS

20th - 29th Dublin LGBTQ Pride Festival Dublin

20th George Ezra Irish Independent Park, Cork

21st George Ezra Malahide Castle

21st- 23rd Sea Sessions Surf and Music Festival 2019 Bundoran, Donegal

21st- 23rd Body & Soul Ballinlough Castle, Co. Westmeath

22nd Lana Del Ray Malahide Castle

30th Kaleidoscope Festival Blessington

JULY
1st Vampire Weekend at the Trinity Summer Series 2019 Trinity College

1st - 6th The Rocky Horror Show Bord Gáis Energy Theatre

2nd Foals At The Trinity Summer Series 2019 Trinity College

3rd Eddie Vedder 3Arena

3rd - 6th Dylan Moran - Dr Cosmos Irish Tour 2019 Vicar Street

3rd - 7th Dubai Duty Free Irish Open Ballyliffin Golf Club, Lahinch

4th Paul Weller at the Trinity Summer Series 2019 Trinity College

5th - 7th Longitude 2019 Marlay Park

5th - 6th Westlife Croke Park

5th Hall & Oates Iveagh Gardens

5th - 7th Traidphicnic An Spidéal, Galway

6th Stereophonics at the Trinity Summer Series 2019 Trinity College

6th - 7th Groove Festival Bray


